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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A connector is provided for terminating coaxial cable. The connector includes a

O connector body having a cable receiving end and an opposed connection end. The connector

includes a nut member, a collar, an inner post, and an axially movable locking sleeve. The

OO annular sleeve is movable back and forth within a range between a first open position and a

N second closed position. In the open position, the inner post extends outwardly beyond a cable

receiving end of the locking sleeve such that the post is exposed for easy insertion of the

prepared end of a coaxial cable. Upon insertion of the prepared end of the coaxial cable, the

annular sleeve can be moved or expanded into the closed position to allow the inserted cable

to be clamped securely in the inner post and the annular sleeve of the connector body.
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COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTOR

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to connectors for terminating coaxial cables.

More particularly, the present invention relates to a coaxial cable connector having an
00 exposed post which makes installation of a prepared coaxial cable easier for the installer.

SBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Coaxial cables are commonly used for transmitting signals, particularly over
community antenna television (CATV) lines, also known as cable television, where they are

used for transmitting television signals from a central location to television sets in

subscribers' homes, businesses, or other locations.

[0003] A typical coaxial cable is generally characterized by having a centrally located

electrical conductor, usually made of copper, which is surrounded by a first dielectric

insulator. This dielectric insulating layer can be made of plastic or foam and forms an

annular ring of substantially uniform thickness around the centrally located electric

conductor. Disposed over the outer surface of the dielectric insulator is a sheath of uniformly

circularly braided metallic strands, or optionally a metallic foil, or further optionally a

multilayered combination of either or both. This combination of braided metallic strands

and/or metallic foil serves as a second, outer conductive shield. This outer conductive shield

can be bonded to the dielectric insulator, as is typically the case when metallic foil and

metallic braided strands are used in combination. More specifically, the conductive metallic

foil can be bonded to the dielectric insulating layer, while the layer of conductive braided

metallic strands is disposed over the metallic foil, but unbonded thereto. Moreover, this

conductive shield serves as a ground shield and can be applied in various thickness which are

known as single, double, and triple foil cable. An outer insulative plastic jacket surrounds the

conductive ground shield in order to provide protection against corrosion and weathering.

[0004] It has long been known to use connectors to terminate coaxial cables in order to

connect the cables to various electronic devices such as televisions, radios and the like. In
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order to effectively use the cable, a connector must be attached to at least one end of the

cable, forming a coaxial cable-connector assembly. The cable-connector assembly facilitates

mechanical and electrical coupling of the coaxial cable to the electronic equipment, or other

cable. Such a connector, in order to be practical and effective must provide a reliable

mechanical and electrical connection, as well as simple to install and use. Furthermore, the

coaxial cable must be first prepared for termination before forming the cable-connector
00 assembly.

NI [0005] In order to prepare the coaxial cable for termination, an extent of the outer jacket fromVt)
one end of the coaxial cable is stripped back and removed, exposing an extent of the metallic

NI conductive shield, which is then folded back over the jacket. This exposes a portion of the

dielectric insulator, which may be optionally covered by a sheath of metallic foil. Finally, a

portion of the dielectric insulator is removed, exposing a section of the centrally located

conductor, which extends outwardly from the insulator.

[0006] The method of and apparatus for the mechanical and electrical coupling of the

connector to the coaxial cable has been the subject of considerable design innovation.

Conventional coaxial cable connectors generally include a connector body having an inner

cylindrical post, which is inserted between the insulator and the outer conductive shield. It

has been known in the prior art to provide various mechanisms and innovations designed to

provide greater security to the cable-connector assembly. For example, it has been known to

provide a locking sleeve to secure the cable within the body of the coaxial connector.

[0007] Commonly owned U.S. Patent No. 4,834,675 addresses this problem by providing a

coaxial connector where the locking sleeve is frangibly tethered to the connector body. Prior

to installation, the locking sleeve is frangibly removed from the connector body and inserted

onto the prepared end of the cable. The cable is then inserted into the connector body for

securement thereto. While the connector of the '675 patent reduces the risk of mishandling

or loss of the connector components during shipment, upon installation the locking sleeve

must still be removed from the connector body and attached to the cable separately. Thus,

there is still a risk of mishandling or loss of components during installation.

[0008] U.S. Patent No. 5,470,257 also provides a coaxial connector with a locking sleeve

being inseparably coupled to a connector body. Cable termination using the connector of the

'257 patent requires that the prepared coaxial cable be inserted axially through both the
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S locking sleeve and connector body. Thereafter, the locking sleeve can be axially advanced so
as to secure the cable in the connector body.

100091 While in many installations, this form of cable termination is acceptable, it has been

found that insertion of the prepared cable through both the locking sleeve and the connector

body may be difficult in certain situations. As the cable installer typically works outdoors in

an elevated or underground environment, it may become difficult to "blind" insert the00
prepared cable through the locking sleeve and into proper position around the cylindrical post

of the connector body. In these situations, it would be desirable to permit the removal of the

locking sleeve from the connector body so that the cable could be directly inserted into the

connector body.

[0010] This problem is addressed in commonly owned U.S. Patent No. 6,530,807, which

provides a coaxial cable connector having a connector body and a locking sleeve in

detachable, re-attachable snap engagement with the connector body. This design permits

direct insertion of the cable through the locking sleeve and the connector body, or, optionally,

removal of the locking sleeve from the connector body for subsequent separate reattachment.

[0011] In these situations where the installer needs to "blind" insert the prepared cable

through the locking sleeve and into proper position around the cylindrical post of the

connector body, this invention provides another viable alternative. In such situations, it

would be desirable to have a connector with an inner post that is not recessed into the

connector body and whose opening is clearly visible to the naked eye, even in low light, and

easily accessible even by touch and feel.

[0012] It is, therefore, desirable to provide a coaxial connector with an inner post that extends

past the distal end of the connector body so as to allow the installer to see the exact area in

which the prepared end of the cable will be inserted. Moreover, even when working in low

light, such a connector would permit the installer to feel the extended portion of the

cylindrical inner post of the connector and insert the prepared end of the cable easily into the

post.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention provides a coaxial cable connector comprising:

a connector body having a cable receiving end and an opposed connection end, said
connector body including an attachment member having a first end adapted to be connected

N Weiboume\Cases\Paten,\56000-56999\PS6752 AU\SpecisXP6752-AU Amended Specification DOC 19/2/J06



S to an electronic device and a second end opposite the first end, and a tubular post having a

1 first end adapted to receive a prepared end of a coaxial cable and an opposing second end
fitted within the second end of the attachment member; and

_a locking sleeve movably coupled to the connector body having a cable
receiving end, said locking sleeve being movable with respect to said tubular post, wherein
the first end of the post extends a distance outwardly from the cable receiving end of the
locking sleeve in an open position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable can be00
inserted into the connector, and the locking sleeve substantially covers said post in a closed

,I position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable is fixed between said post and said
0 locking sleeve.

The present invention also provides a coaxial cable connector comprising:
a connector body having a cable receiving end and an opposed connection end, said

connector body including an attachment member having a first end adapted to be connected
to an electronic device and a second end opposite the first end, and a tubular post having a
first end adapted to receive a prepared end of a coaxial cable and an opposing second end
fitted within the second end of the attachment member; and

a locking sleeve movably coupled to the connector body having a cable receiving end,
wherein the first end of the post extends a distance outwardly from the cable receiving end of
the locking sleeve in an open position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable can be
inserted into the connector, and the locking sleeve substantially covers said post in a closed
position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable is fixed between said post and said
locking sleeve, and

wherein said locking sleeve is movable to the closed position by moving the locking
sleeve in an axial direction away from the attachment member.

The present invention also provides a coaxial cable connector comprising:
a connector body having a cable receiving end and an opposed connection end, said

connector body including an attachment member having a first end adapted to be connected
to an electronic device and a second end opposite the first end, and a tubular post having a
first end adapted to receive a prepared end of a coaxial cable and an opposing second end
fitted within the second end of the attachment member; and

a locking sleeve movably coupled to the connector body having a cable receiving end,
wherein the first end of the post extends a distance outwardly from the cable receiving end of
the locking sleeve in an open position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable can be
inserted into the connector, and the locking sleeve substantially covers said post in a closed
position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable is fixed between said post and said
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locking sleeve, and
wherein said connector body further includes a collar coupled to the tubular post, said

collar including an external surface upon which the locking sleeve is guided when said
locking sleeve is moved.

Preferably said collar is made of metal or plastic.

00
Preferably said collar inner surface of said collar and an outer surface of said tubular post

IN form a chamber for receiving the braid and outer jacket of a prepared coaxial cable.

Preferably a prepared coaxial cable is locked into the connector by compression between the
locking sleeve and post.

Preferably said connector body and locking sleeve include cooperating structures to lock the
locking sleeve in the first open position.

Preferably the connector body and locking sleeve include cooperating structures to lock the
locking sleeve in the second closed position.

Preferably the locking sleeve is made of metal or plastic.

The invention still further provides a connector for coupling an end of a coaxial cable to a
threaded part, the coaxial cable having a center conductor surrounded by a dielectric, the
dielectric being surrounded by a conductive sheath, and the conductive sheath being
surrounded by an insulative outer jacket, said connector comprising:

a tubular post having a first end adapted to receive a prepared end of the
coaxial cable such that the dielectric is housed within the post and the conductive sheath and
outer jacket reside on an outer surface of said post, said post having an opposing second end;

an attachment member having a first end for rotatably engaging the second
end of the post and having an opposing second end with an internally threaded bore for
threadedly engaging the threaded part;

a cylindrical collar having a first end coupled with the post and attachment
member and a second end having an inner diameter radially spaced from an outer diameter of
the post to form a chamber therebetween for receiving the cable jacket and conductive sheath;
and

a locking sleeve having a first end movably coupled to the collar and a second
end having a cable receiving opening, wherein the first end of the post extends beyond the
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O

locking sleeve first end in a first cable insertion position, the locking sleeve being movable in
0 a direction away from the attachment member to a second locked position whereby the cable

is compressed between an inner surface of the locking sleeve and an outer surface of the post
to secure the cable in the connector.

Preferably the collar and locking sleeve include cooperating structures to lock the sleeve in
the locked position.

O
Preferably the collar and locking sleeve include cooperating detent structures to releasably
retain the locking sleeve in the cable insertion position.O

The invention further provides a method of terminating a prepared end of coaxial cable in a
coaxial cable connector, wherein the connector includes a connector body having a cable
receiving end and an opposed connector end, the body including an attachment member
having a first end adapted to be connected to an electronic device and a second end opposite
the first end and a tubular post having a first end adapted to receive the prepared end of the
coaxial cable and an opposing second end coupled to the attachment member, the connector
further including a locking sleeve movably coupled to the connector body, the method
comprising the steps of:

providing an unencumbered cable receiving end of the post whereby an end
portion of said post extends beyond a cable receiving end of said locking sleeve;

inserting said prepared cable into the unencumbered cable receiving end of the
post;

moving said locking sleeve axially along said connector body in a direction
opposite from the attachment member and toward the inserted coaxial cable thereby

compressing a jacket of the prepared cable between an interior surface of the locking sleeve
and an exterior surface of said post to secure the cable within the connector.

N \Melboumc\Cascs\Patent\560O-o56999\P56752.AI.J\Specis\P56752-AIJ Amended Specification.DOC 1 8/I12/06
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U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 illustrates a side perspective view of the coaxial connector of the present

invention with the locking sleeve in the open position exposing the inner post.

0Figure 2 illustrates a side perspective view of the coaxial connector of the present00
invention with the locking sleeve in the closed position.

t Figure 3 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the connector of Figure 1 with the

locking sleeve in the open position.

Figures 4 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the connector of Figure 2 with the

locking sleeve in the closed position.

Figure 5 is a side perspective view of the termination of a prepared coaxial cable in

relation with the connector of the present invention with the annular sleeve in the open

position.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

A coaxial cable expansion drop connector 10 includes a connector body 12 having an

attachment means in the form of an annular nut 14 rotatably coupled thereto for providing

mechanical attachment of the connector to an external device and an annular locking sleeve

18. Connector body 12 is an elongate, generally cylindrical conductive member typically

formed of metal, preferably brass. Connector body 12 includes an attachment member or nut

member 14 and an annular collar member 16 coupled thereto. Connector body 12 also

includes an inner post 20 which is defined by a distal open end 22, a proximal open end 24,

and a hollow cylindrical interior 26.

Annular nut member 14 of the connector defines a generally cylindrical interior space.

Particularly, nut member includes and annular end portion 28 and a generally cylindrical

body portion 30. The annular end portion 28 includes an internally threaded end extent

adapted to receive a threaded interface connector to electronically and mechanically integrate

N Wilboume\Cases~atent\56000-56999\P56752 AU'\Specis'J'56732-AU Amended Specificadon DOC 18/12/06
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the connector-cable combination to the electronic device with which transmission of the

signals is to be exchanged.

[0027] In an embodiment of the invention, generally cylindrical body portion 30 of annular

O nut 14 defines an exterior containing flat surfaces arranged as a hexagon about the

longitudinal central axis. The hexagonal formation enables the installer to mechanically

S tighten the nut onto a receiving member of an electronic device by suitable wrenches.
00O

Alternatively, the hex formations allow the installer to grip the nut without the aid of

I wrenches and manually tighten the nut onto the receiving member of the electronic device.

0 The body portion 30 may also be formed with a knurled outer surface to permit the installer

N to grip the nut without the use of wrenches, while manually tightening the nut about the

receiving member of the electronic equipment.

[0028] As shown in Figures 3 and 4, body portion 30 of annular nut 14 includes an internal

annular ridge 32 defining a secondary bore, which is dimensioned to receive and rotatably

engage a flanged portion 46 of the inner post 20 and a proximal end of the collar 38. A

resilient sealing O-ring 34 is preferably positioned immediately distal to the internal annular

ridge at the rotatable juncture thereof to provide a water-resistant seal thereat.

[0029] The collar 16 is formed to have a substantially tubular configuration. Collar 16

defines an annular chamber 36 within which a base portion 33 of the inner post 20 is located.

The proximal end 38 of the tubular collar 16 provides further anchoring of the flanged

portion 46 of inner post 20 into annular nut 14. Adjacent to O-ring 34, collar 16 increases in

thickness to form a first outer shoulder 40. An inner shoulder 42 is provided to create a space

for receiving the cable braid and outer jacket of a prepared coaxial cable. Outer shoulder 

serves to anchor O-ring 34 in position between said outer shoulder 40 and internal annular

ridge 32 of body portion 30 of annular nut 14. Accordingly, the configuration of annular

ridge O-ring outer shoulder provides a seal at the rotatable juncture of the annular nut and

the collar. As explained below, distal end 44 of collar 16 resides in integral cooperation with

annular locking sleeve 18 to form annular chamber 36. Furthermore, outer surface of collar

16 contains annular rib 43 near its distal end. Annular rib 43 of collar 16 is operatively

integrated with groove 45 in the internal surface of locking sleeve 18 to maintain locking

sleeve in open position until it is forcibly closed using an appropriate tool, after insertion of

prepared end of coaxial cable. When locking sleeve is forcibly pushed in the closed position,

H:\Linda\Keep\spec\P56752 577-622 Patent Application.DOC 3/05/05
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annular rib 43 is cooperatively coupled within through hole 19 of locking sleeve 18 to

maintain locking sleeve in closed position.

[0030] Interposed within tubular collar member 16 is inner post 20. Inner post 20 is

O illustrated in cross section in Figures 3 and 4. Inner post 20 is defined by a distal open end

22, a proximal open end 24, and a hollow cylindrical interior 26. Inner post has a diameter

suitable for and sized to receive the center conductor and dielectric insulator of the prepared
00

end of a coaxial cable. Inner post 20 is fabricated to include an annular flange 46 at its
0
N proximal open end portion 24. Annular flange 46 couples inner post 20 to annular nut 14 viaVt)
0 a press-fit configuration. From its proximal open end 24, inner post 20 continues as a distally

IN projecting barrel portion 48, which defines its hollow cylindrical interior 26. Projecting

barrel portion 48 ends at distal open end 22 in a raised barb 50, which tapers outwardly from

the distal open end 22 to a flattened portion.

[0031] The outer surface of inner post 20 and inner surface of collar 16 define an annular

chamber 36 around inner post. Thus, both inner post 20 and annular chamber 36 include

openings at their respective distal ends. Annular chamber 36 is closed at its proximal end by

inner shoulder 42 of collar 16 cooperating with a step formed on the exterior of post 

Annular chamber 36 is sized to accommodate insulative jacket 62 and conductive shield 64 of

the prepared end of a coaxial cable 60. Alternatively, the post may be modified so that the

post and collar are formed as one piece. In such an embodiment, the post would have one

end coupled to the attachment member and a second end including the center post as well as

an extended portion which forms the chamber 36. Accordingly, one component of the

connector body may be eliminated to reduce manufacturing costs.

[0032] Annular locking sleeve 18 is a generally cylindrical member typically formed of metal

or plastic, which includes a distal end 52 through which the prepared cable end 60 may be

inserted. Annular locking sleeve 18 cooperates in a radially spaced relationship with inner

post 20 and collar 16 to further define annular chamber 36 surrounding inner post 

Furthermore, connector 10 is designed such that annular locking sleeve 18 and collar member

16 are coupled in a manner allowing limited axial movement of annular locking sleeve 18

along a longitudinal central axis of the connector as illustrated by arrow A in Figures 1 and 2,

between a first "open" position, shown in Figure 1, and a second "closed" position, shown in

Figure 2.

H:\Linda\Keep\spec\P56752 577-622 Patent Application.DOC 3/05/05



10033] Distal end 52 of annular sleeve 18 includes an inwardly directed annular rib 54. Rib

S 54 is defined by a proximally facing perpendicular wall 56 and a distally facing ramped

surface 58. When in the open position, as illustrated in Figure 5, annular locking sleeve 18

allows a portion of inner post 20 to extend past distal end 52 of annular sleeve 18. The open

configuration in which inner post 20 extends unencumbered by the locking sleeve 18 permits

r- easy and direct insertion of the appropriately prepared end of coaxial cable 60 into barrel 48
00 of inner post 20, with the central conductor 68 and insulator 66 of prepared end of cable 

being received in inner post 20, and outer conductive shield 64 and insulative jacket 62

residing on an exterior surface of the post within the annular chamber 36. When shifted to

the second or closed position, as in Figure 4, rib 54 of annular sleeve 18 acts in concert with

raised barb 50 of inner post 20 to grip and firmly clamp conductive shield 64 and insulative

jacket 62 of the prepared end of cable 60 in annular chamber 36 thereby locking the cable

into the connector.

[0034] Coaxial cable 60 is prepared in conventional fashion for termination, by stripping

back jacket 62 and exposing an extent of shield 64. A portion of insulator 66 extends

therefrom with an extent of central conductor 68 extending from insulator 66.

[0035] Prepared end of coaxial cable 60 may be inserted into connector 10 in the following

manner. With annular sleeve 18 in a first "open" position, prepared end of cable 60 is

inserted directly through distal open end 22 of barrel 46 of inner post 20. The innovative

aspect of this technique resides in the fact that the installer no longer needs to maneuver the

prepared end of the cable 60 into the annular locking sleeve 18 before ultimately introducing

the central conductor 68 and insulator 64 into the inner post 20. Unlike the prior art, the post

is not hidden or encompassed within the locking sleeve. Instead, distal open end 22, raised

barb 50, and an extent of barrel 48 of inner post 20 are clearly visible allowing the installer to

easily insert the prepared end of the cable 60 into the inner post 20 and visually assure that

the cable has been properly inserted.

[0036] Once the prepared end of cable 60 is properly inserted, annular locking sleeve 18 may

be moved from the first "open" position, to a second "closed" position by sliding annular

locking sleeve 18 in a direction away from the nut member 14, expanding the connector

components to lock the cable within the connector. The connector may also include a

cooperating detent structure, such as rib 43 on the external surface of collar 16 and groove 
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in the internal surface of locking sleeve 18, to movably retain the locking sleeve in the "open"

position. Thus, locking sleeve 18 may be maintained in the "open" position by the

cooperative coupling of annular rib 43 of collar 16 and groove 45 of locking sleeve 18. In the

second "closed" position, insulative jacket 62 and conductive shield 64 of prepared end of

cable 60 become compressively clamped within annular chamber 36 between inner post 

and collar 16. A suitable tool, such as a pair of expansion pliers, may be used to effect the

00 movement or expansion of annular locking sleeve 18 into the second "closed" position.

0 Likewise, the locking sleeve and collar may include a cooperating detent structure to lock or
(N

S retain the locking sleeve in the "closed" position. As illustrated, the locking sleeve 18

includes a through hole or window 19 for receiving a rib 44 located at the end of collar 16.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the cooperating detent structure may take many

forms such as grooves and ribs having circular cross-sections or ramped cross-sections and

flats to lockingly engage so that the sleeve cannot be opened once locked into the closed

position.

[0037] As may be appreciated, proper insertion of cable 60 into connector body 12 requires

that the cable be inserted in such a manner that the barrel extension 48 of inner post 

becomes resident between insulator 66 and conductive shield 64 of prepared end of cable 

In certain installation settings, the installer may not have clear and convenient access when

terminating cable 60. Moreover, insertion may be rendered difficult by poor cable

preparation, which may result in a frayed end. Therefore, it may be difficult for the installer

to blindly insert the cable 60 through the annular sleeve 14 and into inner post 20 of

connector body 12. The present invention overcomes these difficulties by providing a visibly

open and extent of the inner post 20 in the "open" or insertion position so that the cable may

be directly inserted into distal open end 22 of inner post 20. Annular locking sleeve 18 can

then be moved or axially expanded to the second "closed" position, thereby locking the cable
within the connector. This technique easily assures that barrel 48 of inner post 20 is inserted

between insulator 66 and conductive shield 64.

[0038] Although the illustrative embodiment so of the present invention have been described
herein with reference to the accompanying drawings, it is to be understood that the invention

is not limited to those precise embodiments, and that various other changes and modifications
may be effected therein by one skilled in the art without departing from the scope or spirit of

the invention.
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[0039] In the claims which follow and in the preceding description of the invention, except

S where the context requires otherwise due to express language or necessary implication, the
word "comprise" or variations such as "comprises" or "comprising" is used in an inclusive

sense, i.e. to specify the presence of the stated features but not to preclude the presence or

addition of further features in various embodiments of the invention.

[00401 It is to be understood that, if any prior art publication is referred to herein, such
00

reference does not constitute an admission that the publication forms a part of the common

N general knowledge in the art, in Australia or any other country.
ot'

(N-
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C,1 THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A coaxial cable connector comprising:

a connector body having a cable receiving end and an opposed connection end, said

connector body including an attachment member having a first end adapted to be connected

to an electronic device and a second end opposite the first end, and a tubular post having a00
first end adapted to receive a prepared end of a coaxial cable and an opposing second end

fitted within the second end of the attachment member; and

a locking sleeve movably coupled to the connector body having a cable

receiving end, said locking sleeve being movable with respect to said tubular post, wherein

the first end of the post extends a distance outwardly from the cable receiving end of the

locking sleeve in an open position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable can be

inserted into the connector, and the locking sleeve substantially covers said post in a closed

position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable is fixed between said post and said

locking sleeve.

2. A coaxial cable connector comprising:

a connector body having a cable receiving end and an opposed connection end, said

connector body including an attachment member having a first end adapted to be connected

to an electronic device and a second end opposite the first end, and a tubular post having a

first end adapted to receive a prepared end of a coaxial cable and an opposing second end

fitted within the second end of the attachment member; and

a locking sleeve movably coupled to the connector body having a cable receiving end,
wherein the first end of the post extends a distance outwardly from the cable receiving end of

the locking sleeve in an open position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable can be

inserted into the connector, and the locking sleeve substantially covers said post in a closed

position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable is fixed between said post and said

locking sleeve, and

wherein said locking sleeve is movable to the closed position by moving the locking

sleeve in an axial direction away from the attachment member.

N2\Meltxxme\Cases\Pstent\560OO-S699qxpS6752.AtKSpeci3\P56752-AU Amended Specification DO-C 1/1106
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N 3. A coaxial cable connector comprising:

Sa connector body having a cable receiving end and an opposed connection end, said

connector body including an attachment member having a first end adapted to be connected

to an electronic device and a second end opposite the first end, and a tubular post having a

first end adapted to receive a prepared end of a coaxial cable and an opposing second end

S fitted within the second end of the attachment member; and
00

a locking sleeve movably coupled to the connector body having a cable receiving end,
N wherein the first end of the post extends a distance outwardly from the cable receiving end of

0 the locking sleeve in an open position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable can be

N inserted into the connector, and the locking sleeve substantially covers said post in a closed

position, wherein the prepared end of a coaxial cable is fixed between said post and said

locking sleeve, and

wherein said connector body further includes a collar coupled to the tubular post, said

collar including an external surface upon which the locking sleeve is guided when said

locking sleeve is moved.

4. A coaxial cable connector as defined in Claim 3, wherein said collar is made of metal

or plastic.

A coaxial cable connector as defined in Claim 3, wherein said collar inner surface of

said collar and an outer surface of said tubular post form a chamber for receiving the braid

and outer jacket of a prepared coaxial cable.

6. A coaxial cable connector as defined in Claim 1, wherein a prepared coaxial cable is

locked into the connector by compression between the locking sleeve and post.

7. A coaxial cable connector as defined in Claim 1, wherein said connector body and

locking sleeve include cooperating structures to lock the locking sleeve in the first open

position.

8. A coaxial cable connector as defined in Claim 1, wherein the connector body and
locking sleeve include cooperating structures to lock the locking sleeve in the second closed
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NI position.

9. A coaxial cable connector as defined in Claim 1, wherein the locking sleeve is made

of metal or plastic.

A connector for coupling an end of a coaxial cable to a threaded part, the coaxial
00

cable having a center conductor surrounded by a dielectric, the dielectric being surrounded by
O

iN a conductive sheath, and the conductive sheath being surrounded by an insulative outer

O jacket, said connector comprising:

i a tubular post having a first end adapted to receive a prepared end of the

coaxial cable such that the dielectric is housed within the post and the conductive sheath and

outer jacket reside on an outer surface of said post, said post having an opposing second end;

an attachment member having a first end for rotatably engaging the second

end of the post and having an opposing second end with an internally threaded bore for

threadedly engaging the threaded part;

a cylindrical collar having a first end coupled with the post and attachment

member and a second end having an inner diameter radially spaced from an outer diameter of

the post to form a chamber therebetween for receiving the cable jacket and conductive sheath;

and

a locking sleeve having a first end movably coupled to the collar and a second

end having a cable receiving opening, wherein the first end of the post extends beyond the

locking sleeve first end in a first cable insertion position, the locking sleeve being movable in

a direction away from the attachment member to a second locked position whereby the cable

is compressed between an inner surface of the locking sleeve and an outer surface of the post

to secure the cable in the connector.

11. A coaxial connector as defined in Claim 10, wherein the collar and locking sleeve

include cooperating structures to lock the sleeve in the locked position.

12. A coaxial connector as defined in Claim 10, wherein the collar and locking sleeve

include cooperating detent structures to releasably retain the locking sleeve in the cable

insertion position.
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13. A method of terminating a prepared end of coaxial cable in a coaxial cable connector,
wherein the connector includes a connector body having a cable receiving end and an

opposed connector end, the body including an attachment member having a first end adapted

to be connected to an electronic device and a second end opposite the first end and a tubular
00

post having a first end adapted to receive the prepared end of the coaxial cable and an
O
,N opposing second end coupled to the attachment member, the connector further including a

0 locking sleeve movably coupled to the connector body, the method comprising the steps of:

N, providing an unencumbered cable receiving end of the post whereby an end

portion of said post extends beyond a cable receiving end of said locking sleeve;

inserting said prepared cable into the unencumbered cable receiving end of the

post;

moving said locking sleeve axially along said connector body in a direction

opposite from the attachment member and toward the inserted coaxial cable thereby

compressing a jacket of the prepared cable between an interior surface of the locking sleeve

and an exterior surface of said post to secure the cable within the connector.

Dated this 19th day of December 2006
Thomas Betts International, Inc.
By their Patent Attorneys
GRIFFITH HACK
Fellows Institute of Patent and
Trade Mark Attorneys of Australia
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